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GOLDEN SACRICES
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A close reading of the biblical accounts of the sin of the golden
calf (Exodus 32, Deuteronomy 9, Psalms 106) raises many
questions for the reader about the motivation and mindset of

the various players involved. Are the people of Israel flagrant sinners or
abandoned children? Do they receive Moses' rebuke with defiant indif-
ference or great remorse? Is Aaron a leading perpetrator or a coerced
victim? Do the Levites embrace their roles as defenders of God with
zeal or with pain? Does Moses act heroically or cowardly? The midrash
grapples with these questions, building on textual cues and tensions

embedded in the narrative.
Ultimately, the midrash succeeds in resolving many ambiguities in

this episode by projecting one-dimensional pictures of these charac-
ters-either depicting them in a highly critical or highly apologetic
light. The strategies employed by the midrash toward ths end vary, and
often they amplifY themes alluded to in the narrative itself. Sometimes
the midrash privileges a certain strategy, repeatedly applying it in inter-
preting discrete points withn the narrative, including character analysis.

Below I will explore one instance of ths phenomenon. What makes the
example I choose so intrguing is that the midrash appropriates a theme
that is strikng, even anomalous, in the narrative-self-sacrifice. Rather
than localizing ths theologically daring theme, the midrash magnifies
its significance, first by elaborating on the primary instance in which it
surfaces in the narrative, and then by extending it to other points in the
narrative as a hermeneutic strategy, even without obvious textual allu-
sions. The justification for ths approach will be briefly discussed in my
concluding remarks.

I

The primary textual anchor for the theme of self-sacrifice appears in
Moses' second prayer to God on behalf of Israel in Exodus 32. In verse
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32 Moses boldly states to God: "And now if You would but forgive
their sin!-but if not, erase me now from Your book that You have
written." Is Moses threatening God or is he makng a serious offer? In
part, Moses is challenging God's initial plan wherein the entire nation
will be destroyed and Moses will remain as the sole survivor (see verses
7-10). Beyond ths, however, Moses may be making a dramatic offer to
sacrifice himself along with the entire nation. This proposal would
appear to be highly problematic given his relative innocence and the
classical biblical principle of direct retribution: "Fathers shall not be put
to death because of sons, and sons shall not be put to death because of
fathers; a man should be put to death for his own sin" (Deuteronomy
24:16).1 Further, one wonders whether Moses is crossing appropriate
boundaries by suggesting to God who should be punished altogether.
The troubling nature of Moses' voluntary inclusion in the nation's col-
lective punishment is seen by its immediate rejection by God: "Whoever
has sinned against Me, I shall erase from My book. . . ." Nevertheless,
one senses that Moses' proposal had a favorable impact, as God now
reneges on His initial plan to eliminate the entie nation, and instead
only punishes the sinners. Further, the overall favorable impression con-
veyed by the Bible of Moses' role in interceding on behalf of the people
would imply that Moses acted righteously in making his proposaL. 2 In
sum, the text itself contains conflicting signals about the legitimacy of
Moses' daring proposal.

Various midrashim, rather than limit ths controversial point in the
narrative, read Moses' words as a literal offer to sacrifice his life, which
they then proceed to explore and embellsh. For instance, a pair of
midrashim, the Mekhilta (Petihata to Eo) and Midrash ha-Gadol, extol

Moses' heroic willngness to sacrifice his life for the sake of his people.3
The Mekhilta first points out that Moses' proposal was characteristic,
not exceptional, as later in his career he made an analogous offer to for-
feit his life. In Numbers (11:15) Moses states that "and if ths is how
You deal with me, then kill me now, if I have found favor in Your eyes,
and let me not see my evil!" The Mekhilta then continues to suggest
that in ths regard Moses was following in the tradition of the righteous
patriarchs and prophets. The only example cited is from II Samuel
(24:17), where King David states "Behold, I have sinned and I have
transgressed; but these sheep-what have they done? Let Your hand be
against me and my father's family." The Mekhilta concludes categorical-
ly-"you see that in all places the patriarchs and prophets gave their
souls for IsraeL."
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The Mekhilta depicts Moses' proposal as exemplary, embodying
the limitless devotion of the leaders of IsraeL. The extreme slant of the
Mekhilta is plain, considering that it only adduces one other instance
involving Moses, and one instance aside from Moses.4 Thus, the con-
clusion of the Mekhilta does not rest on a firm foundation. Further, a
closer examination of the inter textual references of the Mekhilta raises
additional questions. The plain reading of Moses' words in Numbers
(11:15) seems to project an almost opposite sentiment, where Moses,
in an uncharacteristic moment, admits that he can no longer shoulder
the burden of the people. "Let me not see my evil" referred to by
Moses means "let me not deal with the overwhelming nuisance of
leading these incorrigible people." The midrash, however, in a creative
intertextual reading, depicts Moses as actually concerned for the peo-
ple and prepared to sacrifice himself on their behalf. "Let me not see
my evil," as read by the Mekhilta, means "let me not witness the suf-
fering of a people who are not properly cared for." The inter textual
reading thus provides a novel reading of Numbers while simultaneously
suggesting that the offer of Moses in Exodus should be seen as part of
a larger pattern.

The II Samuel source cited by the Mekhilta is a more obvious

example of a voluntary submission to punishment. Nevertheless, one
can easily distinguish King David's action from Moses' proposal, since
in the case of King David, God explicitly invited him to participate in
choosing the punishment of the people (see 24:12), itself a highly
unusual biblical phenomenon. Perhaps the Mekhilta sees a similar ele-
ment in Exodus (32:10): "Now, desist from me . . . ," followed by
Moses' refusal to desist in verse 11, implying that Moses participated in
negotiating the punishment of IsraeL. One can also isolate II Samuel,
since, unlike Moses, King David emerges as the primary guilty party
deserving of punishment, and if anything, the reader is uncertain as to
why the nation is being punished in the first place.5 The intertextual
reading compares the episodes, notwthstanding any differences, possi-
bly building on a textual link between the narratives, as II Samuel
(24:16)-"God relented to the evil. . . "-recalls Exodus (32:14),
where the exact same formulation appears. One result of the compari-
son is that King David emerges in a very positive light, whereas the
plain reading of the II Samuel narrative evokes much more ambivalent
feelings about his conduct.

The Midrash ha-Gadol (Exodus 32:32) similarly portrays Moses'
proposal as consistent with proper leadership. However, the orientation
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of the Midrash ha-Gadol differs from the Mekhilta in that it states that a
reluctance to sacrifice oneself bespeaks a fundamental flaw in leadership.
Thus the Midrash ha-Gadol sees Moses' act here as not extraordinary,
or even exemplary, but rather definitional to proper leadership. As sup-
port for ths extreme claim, the Midrash ha-Gadol cites Moses' proposal

here and King David's request in II Samuel, but not the problematic
example from Numbers. The Midrash ha-Gadol also adds another sup-
port from Joshua (7:8): "Please (bi), my Lord, what shal I say now that
Israel has turned its neck before its enemies . . . ," which the Midrash
ha-Gadol reads as Joshua requesting that he (bi) be punished instead of
the warriors of Ai. The intertextual reading of the Midrash ha-Gadol
may stem from a couple of textual cues, including the same obscure fig-
ure of roughly three thousand people mentioned in both narratives
(compare Exodus (32:28) with Joshua (7:3-4)), and the similarity
between Joshua's and Moses' arguments to God that His punishing
Israel will lead to the denigration of God's reputation among the for-
eign nations (compare Exodus (32:12) with Joshua (7:9)). The result of
ths intertextual reading for the Joshua narrative is that Joshua's aggres-

sive and questionable reaction to God is portrayed in a much more
favorable light, and seen as echoing Moses' earlier words.6 The Midrash
ha-Gadol concludes by criticizing those who fall short of this mark, cen-
suring Hoshea for not possessing ths form of dedication.7 The implica-
tion for the Exodus narrative is not only that Moses did the right thing
by refusing to allow the people to be punished, and instead insisting on
his own participation in their punishment, but that had Moses faied to
act in ths manner he would have failed in the basic duties of leadership.

Both the Mekhilta and the Midrash ha-Gadol consider Moses' dar-

ing proposal as prototyical of desirable leadership. The textual impetus

for this probably lies in the positive impression one has of God's
response to Moses in the immediate and ensuing passages in Exodus (as
well as Psalms 106:23). The broader impetus probably is the assump-

tion that Moses' actions, in general, serve as paradigms for all leaders of
IsraeL. The rhetoric of these midrashim that refer to the patrarchs and
all leaders suggests that rather than seeing Moses as a pioneer, his lead-
ership follows an established tradition.

A thrd, critical, midrashic elaboration on the offer of Moses appears
in Bavli Sota 14a:

R. Simlai expounded: Why did Moses our teacher yearn to enter the
land of Israel? Did he want to eat of its fruits or satisfy himself of its
bounty? But thus spoke Moses, "Many precepts were commanded to
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Israel which can only be fulfilled in the land of IsraeL. I wish to enter
the land so that they may be fulfilled by me." The Holy One, blessed
be He, said to him, "Is it only to receive the reward (for obeying com-
mandments J that you seekest? I ascribe it to thee as if thou didst per-
form them"; as it is said, "Therefore will I divide him a portion with
the great, and he shall divide the spoil with the strong; because he
poured out his soul unto death, and was numbered with the transgres-
sors; yet he bear the sins of many, and made intercession for the trans-
gressors (Isaiah 53:12)." "Therefore will I divide him a portion with the

great" -it is possible (to think that his portion wil be J with the (great

of) later generations and not former generations; therefore there is a
text to declare, "And he shall divide with the strong," i.e., with
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob who were strong in Torah and the com-
mandments. "Because he poured out his soul onto death"-because he
surrendered himself to die, as it is said, "And if not, erase me now from
Your book etc." "And was numbered with the tran.wressors"-because
he was numbered with them who were condemned to die in the wilder-
ness. "nt he bear the sins ofmany"-because he secured atonement for
the makng of the Golden Calf; "And made intercession for the trans-
gressors" -because he begged for mercy on behalf of the sinners in
Israel that they should turn in penitence; and the word pegia (interces-
sion J means nothing else than a prayer, as it is said, "Therefore pray
thou for this people, neither lift up cry nor prayer for them, neither
make intercession to Me Ueremiah 7:17)."

The passage is striking on several counts that pertain to the theme of
self-sacrifice. First, the passage clearly considers Moses' proposal
admrable, claiming it as the basis for gratuitous reward.s Second, the
passage extends the theme of Mosaic self-sacrifice (for a sin he did not
commit) by stating that later in life Moses in fact was punished for a sin
that he did not commit, as he was "numbered with the transgressors"
that sinned in Numbers 14.9 This latter theme becomes much more
pronounced by the surprising identification of Moses with the suffering
servant of Isaiah 52-53! The intertextual support for ths identification
is probably the term servant, which is an appellation of Moses (see, e.g.,
Numbers (12:7)). Likewise, the intertextual support for the verse from
Jeremiah, quoted at the end of the passage, is thë clause "neither make
intercession to Me" which echoes God's words to Moses in Exodus
(32:10): "desist from Me." However, the primary source for the identi-
fication of the Isaiah chapters with Moses is the motif of the servant
pouring out his soul and makng intercessions for the masses that res-
onates most strongly with the life of Moses.
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The effect of ths identification is to greatly magnify the motif of self-
sacrifice in Moses' life, since the ultimate biblical statement of self-sacrifice
comes in this powerful, if cryptic, passage in Isaiah. This identification
suggests a jarring portrait of the suffering Moses underwent in persever-
ing though his self-sacrifice, as he is the servant whose "visage is too
marred to be of man (52:14)," whose appearance is as "despised and
rejected of men (53:2)," and who is "oppressed, but. . . (has) humbled
himself and opened not his mouth (53:7)." The passage itself teases out a
further element of ths identification, by associating the servants "bearing

the sins of many" with Moses' role in the sin of the Golden Calf. The
association may stem from the textual link between the word "nasa" and
the word "tisa" in Exodus 32:32. The implication of ths association may
be suggestive as well, in that Moses' carrying of the sins may have the
sense of his having actualy been punished because of the people (maybe
even on behalf of the people), as he was punished because of the sin in
Numbers 14.10 The flpside of the intertextual readig with Isaiah 52-53
is that it places the context of these chapters withn the framework of his-
torical IsraeL. Further, it greatly heightens the significance of these chap-
ters and the centralty of the theme of self-sacrifice and suffering, by sug-
gesting that they apply to the ultimate biblical protagonist, Moses.

The most critical dimension of this passage emerges upon reflect-
ing on the obvious subtext of Christological readings of the Isaiah
chapters.ll The motifs of self-sacrifice and suffering hinted at in Exodus
32, and amplified in the midrashim discussed herein, not only raise
internal theological questions, mentioned above, but also generate
external tensions given the strong Christian resonance of these themes.
The essential suggestion of the above Bavli Sota passage is that rather
than defensively opting to mitigate the significance of these themes in
the overall religious landscape, they should be highlighted as central to
rabbinic theology! This is accomplished by the association of Isaiah 52-
53 with Moses, and further by the description of these themes as more
pervasive in the life of Moses than ordinarily imagined. At the same
time, the polemical anti-Christian character of the passage is evident, as
it identifies "the servant" as Moses, not Jesus. Further, the passage's
emphasis on Moses' sharing a reward of the earlier generations, as
opposed to the later ones, may be an implicit rejection of an alternate
reading of Isaiah 52- 5 3 that sees in it the glorification of future histori-
cal events. Likewise, the repeated stress on normative observance in the
passage-Moses desires to live in the land of Israel in order to observe
commandments, and the Patriarchs are lionized for their observance of
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Torah and commandments-stands in contradistinction to Christian
readings that dismiss the value of such actions.12

Another brief midrash with the theme of Moses' self-sacrifice appears
in Eavli Eerakhot (32a). The passage, interpreting the cryptic term "va-
yehal Moshe" from Exodus (32:11), cites the position of Samuel-"ths
phrase teaches that Moses offered up his life on their behalf (she-masar
atsmo le-mita aleihem)." The prooftext for ths reading is Moses' offer in
Exodus (32:32). This passage is reading the word "va-yehal" as deriving
from the stem "halal," a corpse. The important addition of ths passage
is that it locates the theme of self-sacrifice in an earlier point in the
Exodus 32 narrative. According to ths passage, both Moses' immediate
prayer, requesting a stay of execution and his second prayer, seeking a

pardon, were animated by the theme of self-sacrifice. This extension sug-
gests that Moses' posture throughout the golden calf episode was in ths
spirit, and presumably ths is to be regarded positively. 

13

A final midrash about Moses' self-sacrifice injects a novel dimension
to the shape it takes, and a related midrash captures the ambivalence sur-
rounding the propriety of Moses' act. Shemot Rabba (46:1) on Exodus
32:32 cites Deuteronomy (9:16): "Then (Moses) saw and behold! (the
people) have sinned to God." The midrash expounds that Moses, seeing
that the people had no legs on which to stand since they had sinned,
heroicaly binds up his soul with theirs and smashes the Tablets.14 Moses

then turns to God and states that he has sinned (by smashing the
Tablets) as the people have sinned, so God should either forgive them
and also him-or forgive neither them nor him.

This midrash, like the ones above, stretches the theme of self-sacri-
fice, this time to another problematic act of Moses in the narrative-
the smashing of the divine Tablets. The midrash posits that self-sacri-
fice inspired Moses to act in this seemingly brazen manner. According
to the midrash, then, not only did Moses offer self-sacrifice, he actually
went through with it. Beyond this, however, the nature of the self-sac-
rifice is particularly noteworthy. Namely, Moses sacrificed his spiritual
welfare, not just his life or reputation; he voluntarily sinned for the
sake of the peopleps This tye of daring spiritual gamble would seem
highly problematic, as it entails wilingly entering into a prohibited
realm that lies beyond the ordinary boundaries wherein the follower
of God may walk.16 Nevertheless, this midrash presents a forceful
Moses, who even places the people before him in his request, suggest-
ing his confidence on the one hand, and the extent of his sacrifice on
the other.
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However, a related midrash presents a different portrait of Moses,
at least after the fact. Shemot Rabba (46) describes Moses' subsequent
anxety about his decision: "Said Moses, Israel had someone to pray on
their behalf, who wil pray on my behalf?" The mid rash proceeds to
state that Moses regretted his prior act of sacrifice. This addition cap-
tures the risk that Moses assumed by his actions. The midrash con-
eludes with a strong statement of approbation by God for Moses'
action, as God promises Moses a great reward in the second Tablets
that will contain a much broader revelation of Torah. Nevertheless, the
midrash continues and states: "Not only that but you are informed that
(God has) pardoned your sin . . . ." The fact that even as the midrash
supports Moses' act, it has to state God's reassurance to Moses that he
is forgiven evinces the danger in Moses' sacrifice.17 At the same time,
the midrash makes a powerfu comment on the centrality of sacrifice to
the character of Moses in this chapter, as it depicts this as the animatig
force behind Moses' breaking the Tablets even as it recognizes the
attendant risks of self-sacrifice.

II

The midrashic impulse that amplifies the theme of self-sacrifice in the
figure of Moses spils over into midrashim regarding other characters in
the Exodus (32) narrative, as well. In fact, the midrash employs ths theme
as a strategy to mitigate, even transform, the seemingly troublig actions
of varous characters. Below I briefly discuss several such examples.

The role of Aaron in the sin of the golden calf is diffcult to decipher.
Although he seems to lead the people in forming the calf, he also emerges
shortly after ths episode as the High Priest of IsraeL. Further, the text of
Exodus (32) contains ambivalent signals on ths very question.18 Not sur-
prisingly~ midrashim alternately incriminate or vindicate Aaron. The latter
midrashim portray Aaron variously as coerced, anmated by pious inten-
tions, and focused on obstructig the masses. However, one distinctive
thrust in the midrash stems from the above described impulse. The

midrash in Vayikra Rabba (10:3) describes Aaon as watching the masses
slaughter Hur when the latter refuses to assist them in constructig a
golden cal. The riotous crowd next turns to Aaron, theatening his life.
Aaron is afraid, the midrash continues, not because of the mortal threat,
but rather because of the diemma he faces:

What shall I do? They have already killed Hur who was a prophet; if
they kill also me, who is a priest, there will instantly be fulfilled against
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them the verse saying, "Shall the priest and prophet be slain in the
sanctuary of God" (Lamentations 2:20), and Israel wil immediately be
liable to exile.

Thus Aaron decides to help construct the golden calf as the lesser of
two evils.

The form of self-sacrifice attributed by ths midrash to Aaron is of
the more radical variety encountered above with Moses-sacrificing
one's spiritual welfare for the sake of others. The midrash suggests that
Aaron, realizing the imminent and insurmountable spiritual catastrophe
that would follow if the people physically sacrifice him, elects to sacrifice
his spiritual welfare instead, thereby avoiding ths drastic result.19 The
midrash clearly regards Aaron's act as heroic and admirable, as it applies
to him the verse in Psalms (45:8): "Thou hast loved righteousness, and
hated wickedness; therefore God, thy God, hath anointed thee with the
oil of gladness above thy fellows." The midrash thus suggests by its
intertextual reading that Aaron merited his appointment to the office of
High Priest because of his role in the golden calf episode 

po

Criticaly, however, another rabbinic passage seems to censure Aaron
for this decision, seeing it as a mediocre religious compromise rather
than a brave and inspired judgment.21 In Bavli Sanhedrin (7a) we read:

. . . R. Tanhum ben Hanilai. ..says the verse quoted ("u-bozeJa berekh

niJets Hashem" rendered "he that compromises blasphemes God) (Psalms
10:3)) refers. . . to the story of the golden calf, as it is wrtten: "And when
Aaon saw it . . . "-he saw Hue lying slain before him and said: If I do

not obey (the people), they wi now do unto me as they did unto Hur
and so will be fulfilled (the fear of) the prophet, "Shall the Priest and
Prophet be slain in the Sanctuary of God" (Lamentations 2:20)? and they
will never find forgiveness. Better let them worship the golden calf, for
which offence they may yet find forgiveness though repentance.22

This very simiar statement about the motivation of Aaron is here regard-
ed in a totally different light, as Aaron is called a blasphemer of God!
This highlghts the tension in the midrash itself about the propriety of
self-sacrifice, especially of one's souL.

The latter half of the Midrash Vayikra Rabba (10: 3) provides an even
more explicit description of self-sacrifice by Aaron. The midriuh reads:

"And Aaron saw ths". . . He saw (the situation thus)-ifthey build it,
the sin will attach to them; better that the sin should attach to me and
not to IsraeL. To what may this be compared. . . ?
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. According to this midrash, Aaron volunteers to construct the gold-

en calf in order to be punished instead of the people. The surprising

additional element in this midrash is the suggestion that Aaron
replaced the people as the principal sinner, even beyond Moses who
just agreed to share in their culpability. Further, in both Vayikra
Rabba midrashim, Aaron makes his spiritual sacrifice prospectively,
unlike Moses who makes his decision after the people have already
sinned. This latter midrash also regards the decision of Aaron in
a highly favorable light, citing the same intertextual reference from
Psalms, and similarly considering it as the reason why Aaron is reward-
ed with the office of the High Priest, as well as twenty-four priestly
gifts for him and his progeny.

Another instance of self-sacrifice in the golden calf episode, contain-
ing roots in the biblical text, and then further projected by the midrash,
involves the role of the tribe of Levi. The narrative suggests that the
Levites killed close family relatives as part of their manslaughter (See
Exodus 32: 27-29). A similar impression emerges from Deuteronomy
(33:9) (which presumably is referring to this same event): "The one
(Levi) who said of his father and mother, 'I have not favored him'; his
brothers he did not give recognition and his children he did not know. .
. . "23 The Midrash I(ohellet Rabba (4:13) elaborates:

"There is one that is alone"-it alludes to the tribe of Levi. "Yea, he

hath neither son nor brother" when Moses said to them, "Go to and
from gate to gate throughout the camp, and slay every man his brother

(Exodus 32:27)," and it is written, "Who said of his father, and of his
mother, I have not seen him, neither did he acknowledge his brethren

(Deuteronomy 33:9)." "Yet is there no end of all his labor" in the serv-
ice of the Tabernacle. "Neither is his eye satisfied with riches" refers to
the sacrifices. "For whom then do I labor?" Is it not to cleave to His
ways. And whoever does not act like Him, "This also is vanity, it is a
grievous business."

The midrash, through an intertextual reading with Ecclesiastes (4:8)
that builds on the reference to "one that is alone," as the Levites were

the sole respondents to Moses' plea, and "he hath neither son nor
brother1" as implied in the verses regarding the Levites cited ahove,

elaborates on the role of the Levites in the golden calf incident. The
midrash depicts the radical sacrifice made by the Levites, as they surren-
dered their own family members to atone for the sin of the golden
calf124 This tradition constitutes a critical, if jarring, mutation on the
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theme of self-sacrifice' that permeates midrashim on the Exodus (32)
narrative. The midrash, similar to the ones about Aaron, celebrates the
sacrifice of the Levites, and also associates the service of the Levites in
the Tabernacle with their heroic conduct. Further, the midrash particu-
lady associates the Levites' perpetual involvement with sacrifices in the
Tabernacle as deriving from their initial sacrifice in Exodus (32).25

A related midrash is found in Tanhuma Yashan (Numbers 33)
which, in praising the Levites, refers to their actions during the sin of
the golden calf as "giving their souls for the sanctification of God's
name." This midrash reminds us of the formulation of Samuel, cited in
Bavli Eerakhot above, regarding Moses. Further, the midrash specifical-
ly invokes the traditional rabbinic phrase for martyrdom-the sanctifica-
tion of God's name-that is classically considered to be the highest
form of worship of God.26 That the midrash presumably refers to the
Levites sacrificing their family members as a form of martyrdom reflects
a remarkable orientation.27

A final mutation of the self-sacrifice theme can be perceived in a
strking rabbinic passage in Eavli Avoda Zara 4b:

R. Joshua b. Levi further said: The Israelites made the calf only in order
to place a good argument in the mouth of the penitents, as it is said,
"0 that they had such a heart as this always, to fear Me and keep all My
commandments. . . . (Deuteronomy 5:26)"

The subtext of the passage is one of the great mysteries that looms

behind the sin of the golden calf -how could a nation sin with idolatry
at the footsteps of Mount Sinai?28 In response to this question the
midrashim again divide into two broad groups. Some state that indeed
Israel did commit this grave sin, and they underscore the extent of the
offense. Others mitigate the sin, either by arguing that the calf was not

really idolatry, or by defending the people, depicting them as innocently
confused or tempted by a shrewd antagonist. The above passage

belongs to the latter group, but employs an entirely different strategy.
The people of Israel did sin, even deliberately, the passage boldly
asserts. However, their sin was for the sake of heaven! The proof of the
midrash is a verse in Deuteronomy that emphasizes the unparalleled spir-
itual height that Israel attained at Sinai. If sin emerges in this context,
the passage argues, it must be of a different nature. The nation sinned
as a form of spiritual self-sacrifice for all future sinners who would see
ths generation as a model for the possibilty of repentance! The passage
thus appropriates the midrashic trope of self-sacrifice, including the
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more radical relinquishing of one's spiritual attainments, by extending it
even to the nation as a whole. According to various midrashim, Moses,
Aaron and even Israel sinned by their own volition, as a form of sacrifice
for the greater good of others. In one great midrashic stroke, the pas-

sage totaly revises the nature of Israel's sin with the golden calf.

The heroic role of self-sacrifice in the sin of the golden calf constitutes a
leitmotif in the collective midrashim surveyed above. The primary
source for ths theme can be traced to a single verse (Exodus (32:32)),
wherein Moses makes a striking offer to forfeit his life alongside the
people of IsraeL. The midrash, however, senses the singular significance
of ths verse, and refuses to alow it to be lost upon the reader. In the
wake of mortal sin, and with divine fury lurking in the background,
Moses bravely challenges destiny, despite the uncertain outcome-"per-
haps God will forgive Israel's sin" (Exodus 32:30). At ths most critical
of hours, the posture that Moses assumes is one of complete surrender,

and ultimate sacrifice. When Moses and his people narrowly escape
destruction, and emerge triumphant, the midrash desires to immortal-
ize and replicate ths spiritually precious moment. Thus, the midrash
poignantly reproduces ths posture and exposes it as the subtext ofvari-
ous loci within this narrative and beyond. As a result, the midrash
stretches ths theme both vertically (in the career of Moses) and hori-
zontally (to Aaron, the Levites and even Israel). Undeterred by its
problematic dimensions, the mid rash boldly displays self-sacrifice as a
remarkable spiritual achievement.

NOTES

1. At the same time, God's initial plan itself raises questions about the appli-
cability of the punitive principle of individual punishment in this context,
considering that the entire nation and not only the sinners were supposed
to be punished. The entire give and take of Moses and God can be seen as
turning on the issue of individual and collective punishment, and the mal-
leability of this concept.

2. See, e.g., Exodus 33:17 and Psalms 106:23.
3. My aim in this article is to explore a single midrashic motif that surfaces in

various midrashim written over several centuries. The organizational prin-
ciple I employ is conceptual and thematic, not chronologicaL. Thus, I
group together the early Mekhilta with the late Midrash ha-Gadol because
of their similar orientation. The fascinating question of how this motif
evolved historically is not the focus of ths article. For more information on
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the dates of the midrashim, see Hermann L. Strack and Gunter Sternberger,
Introduction to Talmud and Midrash (New York, 1992).

4. The midrash is appended to a discussion of Jonah's willngness to sacrifice
himself on behalf of the people of IsraeL. The devotion described by the
midrash may be a leader's readiness to remain loyal to his people by stand-
ing with them in their fial hour.

5. The traditional commentaries struggle with this question. See Rashi,
Radak, and Metsudoton II Samuel (24:1,10-17,25).

6. In contrast, see Bapli Sanhedrin 44a which criticizes the harsh tone of
Joshua's speech to God, as opposed to the soft tone of Moses' prayers.
The passage there applies the verse in Properbs (18:23): "The poor uses
entreaties; but the rich answers with impudence" to their varying styles, as
Moses, the humble one (poor), speaks with entreaties, while Joshua, the
arrogant one (rich), speaks with impudence.

7. The concluding portion of the Midrash ha-Gadol passage has strong paral-

lels to Jonah 4 as well.
8. The passage actually further develops the question of the correspondence

between actions and repercussions that was raised already in the Exodus
narrative, as discussed above, by suggesting that there can be a disconnect
between the two in terms of reward as well as punishment. N otwithstand-
ing this fact, Moses is depicted as still having complete faith in the divine
system of rewards, and therefore he longs to live in the land of Israel where
he could fulfill more positive commandments.

9. This suggestion is surprising since the plain reading of the Bible implies
that Moses was punished for an actual sin at Mei Meri-va (see Numbers
19:12). Maybe the passage is suggesting that Moses' forfeiting his right to
enter the land of Israel was his own self-sacrifice! In general, the link of this
passage to the theme of Moses' desire to enter the land of Israel should be
more fully explored.

10. The passage is reminiscent of the Mekhilta in its constructing a pattern of

sacrifice in Moses' life. The idea that Moses was actually punished for the
sin of the golden calf is suggested in various midrashim that read the
phrase "get thee down" in Exodus (32:7) as a statement about the punitive
descent Moses had to suffer.

11. See John L. McKenzie, Anchor Bible Isaiah (New York, 1968), pp. 38-55.
12. A fuller exploration of the anti-Christian tone and content of the Bapli

Sota passage is necessary, but beyond the scope of this paper.
13. See Shemot Rabba (47:9) for another midrash invoking the theme of self-

sacrifice on Moses' part. The midrash there states that Moses insisted that
the only possible candidate for punishment is he, since the prohibition of
idolatry was only given to him, as it was only written in the singular.

14. The midrash may be making an ironic play on Exodus (32:6): ". . . and
they stood to reveL." It also recalls other midrashim that associate sitting
(not standing) with idolatrous sinning.

15. Perhaps in the spirit of ths midrash one can read the term" Va-yehal' in
Exodus (32:11) as profaning oneself through sin, and "Va-yered" in Exodus
(32: 7) as debasing oneself in sin.

16. Indeed later rabbinic sources grapple with the permissibilty and the para-
dox of performing a "sin for the sake of heaven." See Bavli Nazir 23a,
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Bavli Horayot lOb, Bavli Shabbat 4a (and Tosafot ad. loc.), and Bavli
Yevamot 103a (and Tosafot ad. loc.). Note that the issue of the boundaries
between Moses and God permeates much of the golden calf narrative.

17. The midrash may also be seeking to deter readers from trying to emulate
such behavior.

18. See verses 1-5,21-25, 35.
19. I sense some ambiguity in the midrash as to whether Aaron is really sin-

ning in this decision, or just allowing others to sin. However, the former
possibilty is quite likely since minimally Aaron sulled his hands with the
calf, and further, he seems to have bypassed the normative mandate to sac-
rifice his life to avoid idolatry. On this latter point see Nahmanides' com-
mentaryon Exodus (32:21).

20. Prof. C. Hayes points out that this midrash invokes an intertextual refer-
ence from Jeremiah, which probably builds off of the textual peg in
Jeremiah (2:35): "shav appo," which recalls Exodus (32:11). The implica-
tion of this inter textual reading may be that, through self-sacrifice, Aaron,
not Moses, turned back Gods anger. The motif of self-sacrifice is then not
only extended, but even transplanted, to Aaron. As a result the office of
High Priest is transferred from Moses to Aaron as well.

21. This is how Rashi reads the passage. Tosafot ad. loco disagree.
22. Note the subtle differences in this version-the punishment for violating

the prohibition in Lamentations (2:20) is not exile but rather no forgive-
ness, and the aim of Aaron is not to help the people avoid a drastic punish-
ment but rather to give the nation a chance at repentance. Despite this
seemingly higher aim, the passage appears to be critical of Aaron.

23. Both biblical passages display the Levites' action in a positive light, stating
that Levi is blessed in these contexts. Further, the ascendancy of the
Levites in the cultic service after this episode suggests further the approba-
tion of the Levites' action.

24. Other midrashim struggle with the notion that the Levites killed family
members given that the narrative implies that all the Levites responded to
Moses' call. Some suggest that the Levites killed maternal family members
who were not Levites. See, e.g., Bavti Yoma 66b.

25. Obviously the nature of this self-sacrifice on the part of the Levites differs
considerably from Moses' offer, in that the Levite executioners did not for-
feit their own lives. Nonetheless the fact that their primary victims were fami-
ly members evinces a fundamental similarity to the self-sacrifice of Moses,
and is equally jarring. The fact that Moses charges the Levites with their mis-
sion further implies a nexus between these two moments in the narrative.

26. See Bavli Berakhot 61b.
27. At several points in Jewish history, this form of martyrdom became a tragic

reality. See, e.g., Yehudim Mul ha- Tselav, ed. Yom Tov Assis (Jerusalem,
2000), for a discussion of this heart-wrenching phenomenon during the
persecutions of 1096. For a discussion of a related form of martyrdom as
reflected in midrashim on Akedat Yitshak, see the classic study by Shalom
Spiegel, The Last Trial (Vermont, 1993).

28. See Deuteronomy 9:8.
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